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Abstract: Recent advances in technology have led to a surge in interest in unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), which are remote-controlled aircraft that rely on cameras or sensors to gather information
about their surroundings during flight. A UAV requires a path-planning technique that can swiftly
recalculate a viable and quasi-optimal path in flight if a new obstacle or hazard is recognized or
if the target is moved during the mission. In brief, the planning of UAV routes might optimize a
specific problem determined by the application, such as the moving target problem (MTP), flight
time and threats, or multiobjective navigation. The complexity of MTP ranges from NP-hard to
NEXP-complete because there are so many probabilistic variables involved. Therefore, it is hard
to detect a high-quality solution for this problem using traditional techniques such as differential
calculus. Therefore, this paper hybridizes differential evolution (DE) with two newly proposed
updating schemes to present a new evolution-based technique named hybrid differential evolution
(HDE) for accurately tackling the MTP in a reasonable amount of time. Using Bayesian theory, the
MTP can be transformed into an optimization problem by employing the target detection probability
as the fitness function. The proposed HDE encodes the search trajectory as a sequence of UAV motion
pathways that evolve with increasing the current iteration for finding the near-optimal solution,
which could maximize this fitness function. The HDE is extensively compared to the classical DE and
several rival optimizers in terms of several performance metrics across four different scenarios with
varying degrees of difficulty. This comparison demonstrates the proposal’s superiority in terms of
the majority of used performance metrics.

Keywords: evolutionary algorithms; differential evolution; UAV; unmanned aerial vehicles; exploration;
target search

MSC: 68W25; 68W50; 97P80

1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as pilotless aircraft, are remote-controlled
aircraft that have recently become popular due to their capability to operate in harsh environ-
ments using recent monitoring technology such as cameras or sensors to gather information
about these environments during flight [1,2]. Several practical fields have widely used
UAVs to carry out various tasks, especially those that put the pilot at risk, such as search and
rescue assistance operations, mapping, geology, agriculture, target acquisition, hazardous
environmental monitoring, and several others [3]. In these tasks, pilots on the ground can
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take turns controlling UAVs in the air, which enables the missions to last for extended
periods of time [4]. Recently, the need for unmanned vehicles has significantly increased,
and scientists have been asked to provide solutions to numerous challenges that are caused
by the utilization of unmanned systems.

The UAV route planning challenge has been receiving a lot of attention, and several
methods have been recently developed for three different optimization problems in this
challenge, including (1) searching for the optimal path within known locations; (2) looking
for lost targets (moving target problem (MTP)); and (3) searching for previously unknown
targets that are subsequently followed [4,5]. Over the last few years, the majority of research
studies have concentrated on locating the most secure and efficient route to a known target
within environments that are fraught with danger [6,7]. These studies are concerned with
locating the most efficient route that is risk-free while at the same time minimizing the
distance traveled or the amount of time required to complete the mission [8,9].

When utilizing UAVs to search for a missing target, there is frequently a crucial
window of time that is referred to as the “golden time”, during which the likelihood of
the target being detected should be at its highest [10]. This probability might substantially
decrease as time goes on due to the degradation of initial information as well as the
effect caused by outside factors, including terrain features, weather conditions, and target
movement. The primary goal of employing UAVs to search for a missing target is to
estimate a route that can maximize the target’s detection likelihood within a particular
flight time, given basic information on the search conditions and target position [10,11].
Probabilistic functions are commonly used to express this problem in the literature, which
allows for appropriate accounting of uncertainties in the underlying assumptions, search
parameters, and sensor models [10]. As a result, several approaches for maximizing
the probability of detecting the lost target using UAV flight routes have been developed
over the last few decades. For example, a Bayesian technique was used to design the
objective functions used to evaluate the detection likelihood of the generated UAV paths
and maximize this probability to detect the lost target [10]. In the same context, the initial
search map that forms the likelihood of detecting the target was simulated as a multivariate
normal distribution with variance and mean that were estimated according to the known
information about the lost target [10]. In addition, a stochastic Markov process was used
to describe the target dynamic, which, depending on the search situation, can either be
deterministic or not [10]. Furthermore, most of the time, the sensor is modeled as either a
binary variable that can take on one of two states, namely identified or not identified, or as
a continuous Gaussian variable [12].

The complexity of MTP ranges from NP-hardness to NEXP-completeness because of
the numerous probabilistic variables involved [10]. So, finding the exact solution to this
problem using conventional techniques such as differential calculus becomes problematic.
Several techniques based on ad hoc heuristics or approximation methods have been recently
developed to find near-optimal or optimal UAV trajectories in a reasonable time [12]. On
the one hand, these ad hoc heuristics are tailored to building high-level UAV trajectories
that take advantage of the search problem’s inherent features. On the other hand, good
UAV trajectories can be achieved using approximation optimization techniques by either:

1. Sampling the distribution learned from the best solutions estimated in prior iterations
of the approach, such as the Bayesian optimization algorithm (BOA) and cross-entropy
optimization (CEO), these solutions are evaluated using the objective functions to
determine the quality of each solution.

2. or exploring the probability distribution map using evolutionary and metaheuristic
algorithms employed with the objective functions to find the best trajectory that will
maximize the detection probability.

In general, the existing methods for dealing with MTP make use of information specific
to the problem, either directly using certain heuristics or indirectly utilizing the objective
function. The metaheuristic methods have gained significant interest among the other
methods for tackling this problem due to their strong operators, which have enabled them
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to find high-quality solutions for several optimization problems at a lower computational
cost. These operators are in exploration and exploitation. The exploration aims at covering
as many search regions as possible to reach the most promising solutions. The exploitation
operator thoroughly investigates those promising regions to identify nearly ideal solutions
to the optimization problems. The tradeoff between those two operators is considered the
main challenge that still needs a solution for achieving equilibrium between them during
the optimization process. Several existing metaheuristic algorithms tried to relate those
operators in different ways in the hope of finding the most effective way that might achieve
the equilibrium state. For example, some algorithms have employed the exploration
operator in the optimization process’s first half to cover as much of the search space as
possible for extracting the most promising regions that are extensively exploited in the
second half for achieving better outcomes. However, in this way, the algorithm might
give more time to one operator on account of the other when solving specific optimization
problems. For example, some optimization problems might need more time for exploration
operators to avoid stagnation into local optima, while others might need more time for
exploitation operators to improve the convergence speed to reach the near-optimal solution
in fewer iterations. Some of the authors designed the metaheuristic algorithms to execute
each operator in sequential order. Furthermore, by using this method, we could not achieve
a balance between those two operators. From that, it is concluded that the balance between
exploration and exploitation in the classical metaheuristic is considered a challenge that
still needs a solution in the future.

In addition, in the literature, the exploration and exploitation operators of the classical
metaheuristic algorithms have been improved using several effective mechanisms. For
example, some researchers employed the chaotic maps in the initialization process to
distribute the initial solutions within the search boundary as accurately as possible to
avoid stagnation into local optima, while others replaced the random values generated by
the uniform distribution with the chaotic maps to avoid stagnation into local minima in
addition to accelerating the convergence speed towards the near-optimal solution. There
are several other mechanisms to improve those two operators, such as quantum computing,
ranking-based strategy, and levy flight.

Back to the MTP: this problem has been tackled in the literature using several meta-
heuristic algorithms, some of which will be reviewed in the rest of this paragraph. In [11],
the electrically charged optimization was employed with the motion-encoded mechanism
to find the near-optimal path that could detect the moving target using the UAVs. This
algorithm, called ECPO-ME, used Bayesian theory to model the MTP as an optimization
problem with a maximized objective function based on the target detection probability. In
the same context, in [13], the genetic algorithm (GA) was developed to search for moving
targets using multiple UAVs. This algorithm used the target detection likelihood based on
Bayesian theory as an objective function to determine the probability that the target could
be detected using each solution estimated by GA. In [14], the convex combination multiple
populations competitive swarm optimization algorithm (CDCSO) is a new metaheuristic-
based technique presented for the near-optimal path that may maximize the detection
probability of a moving target. To improve the algorithm’s search capability and keep the
population from getting stuck in a local optimum, CDCSO implemented a novel convex
combination updating technique and a multiple population strategy. The experimental
findings show the CDCSO’s effectiveness in comparison to several rival optimizers. In [15],
a parallel multiobjective multiverse optimizer (PMOMVO) was devised and effectively
implemented to solve the increasing computing time of the UAV path planning problem in
dynamic 3D environments.

For the solution of the path planning problem, Ait-Saadi [16] proposed a hybrid
optimization technique based on integrating the chaotic Aquila algorithm with simulated
annealing. The purpose of SA was to strike a compromise between exploration and
exploitation operators. The experimental results indicate that this algorithm could perform
better in some situations. There are several other metaheuristic-based techniques for
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tackling the path planning problem of UAV, including the particle swarm optimization
algorithm [17,18], a metaheuristic-based imitative learning optimization technique [19], the
tabu search-based optimization technique [20], and the memetic algorithm based on two
levels [21], bat algorithm improved using fruit fly optimization algorithm [22], dynamic
group based cooperation algorithm [7], enhanced ant colony optimization [23], grey wolf
optimization algorithm [24], immune plasma algorithm based on multi-population [25],
improved symbiotic organisms search [26], GWO improved using both the local memory
and the fittest’s survival principle [27], genetic algorithm [28], reverse glowworm swarm
optimization [29], modified honey badger algorithm [30], immune plasma algorithm [31],
multi-objective non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [32], search and rescue
optimization algorithm [33], improved chimp optimization algorithm [2], spider monkey
optimization [1], and metaheuristic-based hybrid algorithm [34].

However, the majority of these methods may suffer from at least one of the follow-
ing drawbacks: stagnation in local minima, slow convergence speed, or high costs of
computation. Those drawbacks prevent them from achieving an acceptable solution in
a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, in this study, a new hybrid method, referred to
as hybrid differential evolution (HDE), is proposed to accurately handle the MTP in an
acceptable time. This algorithm hybridizes differential evolution (DE) with two newly
proposed updating methods to improve the traditional DE’s exploration and exploitation
mechanisms. By utilizing Bayesian theory, the MTP may be recast as an optimization
problem, with the likelihood of detecting the target serving as the objective function. This
objective function needs to be maximized to increase the target detection probability. HDE
encodes the search trajectory as a collection of UAV motion pathways that arise during
the process of optimization. It is thoroughly assessed using four different scenarios that
range in difficulty level and compared to the classical DE and several metaheuristic-based
optimization techniques, such as the artificial gorilla troop optimizer (GTO), gradient-based
optimizer (GBO), classical DE, marine predator algorithm (MPA), and motion-encoded
particle swarm optimization (MPSO). This comparison is based on several performance in-
dicators, such as the average fitness, standard deviation, amount of CPU time, convergence
curve, and search path of HDE. The experimental results disclose that HDE is superior in
terms of all performance metrics except CPU time, which is better reduced by MPSO. Our
main conclusions regarding the proposed HDE are listed as follows:

• Has better exploration and exploitation operators than the classical DE.
• Requires less computational cost than the classical DE with several other rival optimizers.
• Has better convergence speed.
• Able to find more accurate paths that could increase the detection probability of

moving targets.

In brief, this study’s main contributions are listed as follows:

• Proposal of the differential evolution (DE) algorithm based on two newly proposed up-
dating schemes to present a new search algorithm named hybrid differential evolution
(HDE) for accurately tackling the MTP in a reasonable amount of time.

• Investigating the performance of the classical DE when integrated with the motion
encoding mechanism for tackling the MTP.

• Improving the performance of the classical DE using two newly proposed updating
mechanisms to improve its exploration and exploitation capabilities.

• Assessing HDE using four different scenarios with different difficulty levels:
• Scenario 1: This scenario features two adjacent high-likelihood zones. They differ

slightly in position and value, which may make it difficult to determine where to
search for the target.

• Scenario 2: The two high-probability regions in this scenario are evenly distanced from
the UAV’s initial location. While the target is heading southwest, the algorithm has to
swiftly choose the higher-probability zone in which to search and track.
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• Scenario 3: In this scenario, there is a single concentrated probability region that is
rapidly relocating to the southeast. The algorithm is therefore put to a test of its
capacity for exploration and adaptation.

• Scenario 4: This scenario is set up with two static high-probability zones, one on
either side of a UAV location, with the right region having a little greater probability
than the left part. The algorithm must determine the proper target region as the
target moves north.

• Comparing its performance to several rival metaheuristic optimizers for the average
fitness, standard deviation, amount of CPU time, and convergence curve.

• Experimental results indicate that HDE outperforms all competitors in all performance
metrics except CPU time, where MPSO demonstrates a more effective reduction.

This manuscript is structured as shown next: Section 2 describes the mathematical
formulation of MTP; Section 3 overviews the classical differential evolution; Section 4
describes the proposed HDE based on integrating the classical differential evolution with a
novel mutation scheme to achieve better UAV trajectories; Section 5 presents the results
and discussion for four scenarios with various characteristics; and Section 6 presents the
conclusion and future perspectives.

2. Problem Formulation

The probability model of the moving target search problem (MTP) using UAV is
presented here based on the sensor model, target model, and belief map, which will be
discussed in greater depth in the following sections. Additionally, this section will describe
the objective function employed with the proposed technique to find the search route that
may maximize the detection likelihood of the moved target.

2.1. Target Model

In the MTP, the location of the target is denoted by an unidentified variable x ∈ X.
Prior to beginning the search process, a probability distribution function (PDF) is utilized
to simulate the target location according to the information that is currently available. For
example, the PDF can take into consideration the target’s most recent known location before
missing. This PDF might be a normal distribution with its center at the most recent known
position, but it might alternatively be a uniform distribution in the case that no information
is available regarding the position of the target. This PDF is depicted as a grid map in the
search space and is referred to as the belief map, as depicted in Figure 1. In this figure, the
search area S is divided into a 4× 4 grid, symbolized as Sr × Sc, where the center of each
cell in this grid is assigned a probability to indicate the detection probability of a moving
target; this initial grid is known as the initial belief map b(v0). The sum of the probabilities
in this belief map has to be 1, as formulated in the following equation:
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During the process of searching, the target might not remain in one place but rather
move in a predetermined pattern. A Markov process can be used to mimic this pattern.
This particular pattern is only dependent on the initial location v0 of the moving target in
the unique circumstance of a conditionally deterministic target, which is herein considered.
In such a scenario, the transition function, denoted by the symbol p(vt|vt−1) and indicating
the likelihood that the target moves from the cell vt−1 to cell vt, is identified for all cells
xt that fall within the range denoted by S. Therefore, if the initial position of the target is
known, the full trajectory that it will take can be anticipated. This assumption is made
rather frequently in relation to search problems in general, as discussed in [12].

2.2. Sensor Model

Installing a sensor on the UAV to conduct an observation zt at each time step t allows
for the searching and locating of a target. The observations are separate to the extent that the
occurrence of one observation does not shed any light on the other observations’ occurrence.
A detection technique is implemented to produce feedback for each observation. This
algorithm has only two possible outputs: either target detection, denoted by the expression
zt = Tt, or no detection, denoted by the expression zt = Tt. Here, Tt stands for the detection
event of the target that occurred at time t. An observation of the detected target, denoted
by zt = Tt, does not necessarily confirm that the target is present at vt because the sensor
and the detection algorithm are not flawless. This is conveyed through the observation
likelihood, which is denoted by the symbol p(zt|vt) , granted that the sensor model has
been considered. After that, the probability of there being no detection, given a target
position xt, is calculated by using the following:

p
(
Tt
∣∣vt
)
= 1− p(Tt

∣∣vt) (2)

2.3. Belief Map Update

The Bayesian technique and the sensor’s series of observations, z1: t, are used to update
the target’s belief map at time t, b(vt). This technique, called recursive Bayesian estimation,
is carried out recursively via two steps, which are update and prediction. Throughout the
prediction process, the belief map is iterated through time in a manner that is consistent
with the goal motion model and predicted according to the following formula:

b̂(vt) = ∑vt−1∈S p(vt|vt−1)·b(vt−1) (3)

From Equation (3), it is clear that b(vt−1) is the target’s conditional probability to be
found at vt−1 based on the observations up to t− 1; b(vt−1) = p(vt−1|z1: t−1). The update
is carried out when the observation zt is available by merely multiplying the anticipated
belief map by the updated conditional observation probability, as shown below:

b(vt) = ηt p(zt|vt)·b̂(vt) (4)

where ηt represents the normalization factor computed according to the following formula
to scale the target’s likelihood of appearing within the search area to one:

ηt =
1

∑xt∈S p(zt|xt)·b̂(xt)
(5)

2.4. Objective Function

Searching for a moving target could be expressed as an optimization problem with
the UAVs’ search trajectories as its solutions. The UAVs’ search trajectories are evaluated
by the cumulative probability, an objective function that measures the probability of each
trajectory locating the target. This function is widely used in the literature, so we employ it
in this research. The cumulative probability Pt has a limit and tends to approach 1 as the
value of t goes to infinity. With a limited amount of time to search, the objective function for
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MTP may now be constructed based on the probability of detecting the target. Assuming
that the search time is 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . , n. Then, the search strategy’s objective is to find

a search path
→
O = (o1, . . . . . . , on) that may maximize the symbol Pt (representing the

cumulative probability). As a consequence of this, the objective function will ultimately be
expressed as follows:

f
(→

O
)
= Pt =

n

∑
k=1

pk (6)

where Pt stands for the cumulative probability to detect the target in t steps, which could
be computed by the sum of pt over those steps t, as follows:

Pt =
t

∑
k=1

pk = Pt−1 + pt (7)

where pk stands for the likelihood that the target will be spotted for the first time at time t,
which could be estimated according to the next formula:

pt =
t−1

∏
k=1

rk = Rt−1(1− rt) (8)

where rt indicates the probability that the target could not be identified at time t, and Rt
stands for the probability of failure in determining the target from time 1 to time t and is
calculated according to the next mathematical formula:

Rt =
t

∏
k=1

rk = Rt−1rt (9)

The Bayesian theory states that the no detection likelihood and the updated belief map
from the prediction phase determine the likelihood that the target is not identified at time
t during an observation, where rt = p

(
Tt
∣∣z1: t−1

)
. The following formulas provide the

likelihood that the target is not detected for the entire search area:

rt = ∑
vt∈S

p
(
Tt
∣∣vt
)
·b̂(vt) (10)

3. Differential Evolution

Differential evolution [35] is a simple evolution-based optimization algorithm that was
proposed for tackling optimization problems. It is analogous to GAs in terms of selection,
mutation, and crossover operators. Before beginning the optimization process, DE initializes N
individuals within the upper and lower bounds of each dimension in the optimization problem
with n dimensions. After that, the mutation and crossover operators were utilized so that the
search space could be explored to locate superior solutions, as will be detailed further down.

3.1. Mutation Operator

The DE has made use of this operator to construct a mutant vector, denoted by the

notation
→
v

l
i , for each individual

→
x

t
i in the current population. This mutant vector could be

generated using several mutation schemes, such as “DE/rand/1”, “DE/target-to-best/1”,
and several others. In this study, the first scheme is employed to solve MTP due to its ability
to preserve population diversity as well as improve the convergence speed for reaching
better outcomes in a few iterations; its mathematical model is described as follows:

→
v

l
i =

→
x

l
a + F·

(
→
x

l
k −

→
x

l
j

)
(11)
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where a, k, and j are three integers to represent three individuals’ indices selected randomly
from the individuals in the current population. l represents the current iteration. F
represents a scaling factor with a positive numerical value, ranging between 0 and 1.

3.2. Crossover Operator

This operator has been utilized to recombine the ith individual’s position and the

mutant vector based on a predefined crossover probability (Cr) to generate a trial vector
→
u

l
i

that will represent the new solution of this individual for the optimization problem. This
trial vector could be created using the next mathematical formula:

ul
i, j =

{
vl

i, j i f (r1 ≤ Cr )
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (j = jr)

xl
i, j otherwise

(12)

where jr is an integer selected at random between 1 and n, j stands for the current dimension,
and Cr is a fixed value estimated within the experiments.

3.3. Selection Operator

Lastly, this operator is utilized to compare the trial vector
→
u

l
i to the current vector

→
x

l
i ,

with the former being carried forward to the next generation if it proves to be the fittest.
This is mathematically expressed in the following formula for a minimization problem:

→
x

l
i =


→
u

l
i i f ( f (

→
u

l
i) < f (

→
x

l
i))

→
x

l
i otherwise

(13)

Finally, the classical DE’s pseudocode is listed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Standard differential evolution. l: represents the current iteration; Tm represents the
maximum iteration.

1. Initializes N individuals,
→
x i, i = 1, 2, . . . . . . , N

2. Evaluation and extraction of the best solution achieved yet
→
x∗l

3. l = 0
4. Set F and Cr
5. while (l < Tm )
6. for i = 0 to N
7. %%% Mutation Operator %%%
8. Compute

→
v

t
i using Equation (11)

9. %%% Crossover Operator %%%
10. for j = 0 to n
11. r1 :a numeric value selected randomly in the range (0, 1).
12. If ( r1 < Cr || j = jr )
13. ul

i, j = vl
i, j

14. Else
15. ul

i, j = xl
i,j

16. End if
17. end for
18. %%% Selection Operator %%%

19. if
(

f
(
→
u

l
i

)
< f

(
→
x

l
i

))
20. →

x
t
i =
→
u

t
i

21. end if
22. Replace

→
x∗l with

→
u

l
i if better

23. end for
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Algorithm 1. Cont.

24. l = l + 1
25. end while

Return
→
x∗l

4. The Proposed Algorithm

In [10], UAV motion has been presented as a means of encoding the positions of
the solutions in metaheuristics. In this idea, each search path is viewed as a sequence of
UAV emotional segments, where each segment represents the UAV’s transition from one
cell on the flight plane to the next. This motion can be fully characterized by the vector
Ut = (ρt, αt), where ρt and αt are the amplitude and direction of the motion at time t,
respectively. In this way, the search path is designed as a vector of n segments, where each
segment consists of the vector Ut to determine the amplitude and direction of motion at
time t. In the proposed algorithm, before starting the optimization process, N individuals,
representing the search paths used to solve the MTP, with n dimensions for each one,
where each dimension involves Ut, are randomly initialized within the search range of the
optimization problems. This search range includes an upper bound xu of 4 and a lower
bound xl of −4 for all dimensions to represent the motion range as used in [10]. Generally,
the following formulas are used to randomly initialize these solutions:

→
ρ =

→
r1·(xu − xl) + xl (14)

→
α =

→
r1·(xu − xl) + xl (15)

→
Ut =

[→
ρ t;
→
α t

]
,
→
x

t
i =

→
Ut (16)

where
→
r1 is a numerical vector selected randomly in the range (0, 1) according to the uniform

distribution. After that, each initialized solution is converted into an
→
Oi the direct path that

can be used to solve the MTP. As stated in [10], the mapping stage can be performed by
initially limiting UAV movement to one of eight neighbors at each time step. After that, the
magnitude of the motion, denoted by ρt, may be normalized, and the angle of the motion,
denoted by αt, can be quantized as follows:

ρ∗t = 1 (17)

α∗t = 45
◦
⌊

αt/45
◦
⌉

(18)

where b e stands for the rounding-to-the-nearest-integer operator. Then, the Cartesian node
oi, t corresponding to the UAV’s position is computed as follows:

oi, t+1 = oi, t + U∗i, t (19)

U∗i, t = (bcos(α∗t )e, bsin(α∗t )e) (20)

Afterward, the decoded path of the ith solution is assessed according to the fitness
function described previously to determine its quality. After repeating the same process
for N solutions that represent the population, the fittest solution achieved yet is set to the

variable
→
x∗l and then the optimization process of the classical DE is fired to update the current

positions of the individual in the population to new positions for finding better solutions
in the MTP. In the same way, each updated solution is mapped using the mapping stage
described above to generate the decoded path, which represents the solution to this problem.
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However, the classical DE has two challenges: falling into local optima and slow
convergence speed, which need to be effectively solved to improve its performance in
tackling the MTP. Therefore, in this study, two effective updating schemes have been
proposed to be integrated with the classical DE to present a new robust variant, namely
hybrid differential evolution (HDE). Due to these updated schemes, this variant, which is
listed in Algorithm 2 and depicted in Figure 2, enjoys better exploitation and exploration
mechanisms that enable it to achieve better convergence speed and avoid getting stuck in
local optima. The first scheme is based on updating M solutions picked randomly from the
individuals in the population according to the following formula:

→
u

l
i =

→
x

l
a + A·

(
→
x

l
b −

→
x

l
c

)
·
(→

r2 < δ
)
+ |rn|·

(
→
x

l
i −

→
x∗l

)
·
(→

r2 ≥ δ
)

(21)

A = (r1·(1− µ) + µ) (22)

where rn is a number generated randomly according to the normal distribution,
→
r2 is a

vector assigned at random between 0 and 1, µ is a random value chosen randomly in
the interval (0, 1) and fixed for all solutions at iteration l. This scheme is based on two
states: the first one encourages the exploration operator if the vector

→
r2 is smaller than the

constant value δ; otherwise, the exploitation operator is preferred by moving the current
solution in the direction of the best solution obtained so far. To avoid the local optimal
caused by Equation (21), it is applied to a number of solutions, denoted as M, randomly
selected from the current populations. To further improve both exploitation and exploration
capabilities for covering all the directions that might involve the lost targets, the second

scheme is herein proposed to generate the mutant vector
→
v

l
i as formulated in Equation

(23). This scheme is based on relating the exploration and exploitation capabilities with the
current iteration to encourage the exploration in the optimization process’s first half and
the exploitation in the second half.

→
v

l
i =

(
(

l
Tm

)·→x
∗
l + (1− l

Tm
)·→x

l
a

)
+
→
rn·(

→
x

l
b −

→
x

l
c)·(
→
r2 < 0.5) (23)

where
→
rn is a vector generated according to the normal distribution. The expression(→

r2 < 0.5
)

in the previous equation is used to maintain individual diversity throughout the
optimization process, returning either 1 to indicate adding a step to the current position to
avoid stagnation in local optima or 0 to skip this step to accelerate the convergence speed;
therefore, the value 0.5 is used to tradeoff equally between those two options. This mutant
vector is recombined with the ith individual’s position using an adaptive crossover probabil-

ity (Cr′) to generate the trial vector
→
u

t
i in the same way, as formulated in Equation (12) by

replacing Cr with Cr′. Cr′ could be computed according to the next mathematical equation:

Cr′ = γ +

(
1− l

Tm

)
∗ (1− γ) (24)

where γ is the smallest crossover probability used to recombine the mutant vector with the
current one; the best value for this probability is determined in experiments.

Algorithm 2: Hybrid differential evolution (HDE).

1. Input the required data, such as UAV location, etc.
2. Initialize Belief map
3. Initializes N individuals,

→
x i, i = 1, 2, . . . . . . , N

4. Decoding and evaluation
5. Extraction of the fittest solution achieved yet

→
x∗l
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Algorithm 2. Cont.

6. l = 0
7. Set F and Cr
8. while (l < Tm)
9. for i = 0 to N
10. %%% Mutation Operator %%%
11. Compute

→
v

l
i using Equation (11)

12. %%% Crossover Operator %%%
13. for j = 0 to n
14. r1 : a numeric value selected randomly in the range (0, 1).
15. If ( r1 < Cr || j = jr )
16. ul

i, j = vl
i, j

17. Else
18. ul

i, j = xl
i,j

19. End
20. end
21. %%% Mapping process %%%

22. Decode the solution
→
u

l
i to

→
O

l+1

i
23. %%% Selection Operator %%%

24. if
(

f (
→
O

l+1

i ) < f (
→
O

l

i)

)
25. →

x
t
i =

→
u

t
i

26. end
27. Replace

→
x∗l with

→
u

l
i if better

28. end
29. l = l + 1 %% Increment the current iteration%%
30. SL: a set including M solutions chosen at random
31. for i = 0 to N
32. If i ∈ SL %%% The first updating scheme %%%
33. Update

→
u

l
i using Equation (21)

34. Else %%% The second updating scheme %%%
35. Create

→
v

l
i using Equation (23)

36. Update Cr′

37. for j = 0 to n
38. r1 : a numerical value chosen at random in the range (0, 1)
39. If ( r1 < Cr′ || j = jr )
40. ul

i, j = vl
i, j

41. Else
42. ul

i, j = xl
i,j

43. End
44. End
45. End If
46. %%% Mapping process %%%

47. Decode the solution
→
u

l
i to

→
O

l+1

i
48. %%% Selection Operator %%%

49. if
(

f (
→
O

l+1

i ) < f (
→
O

l

i)

)
50. →

x
t
i =
→
u

t
i

51. end
52. Replace

→
x∗l with

→
u

l
i if better

53. end
54. l = l + 1
55. end while

Return
→
x∗l
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5. Results and Discussion

Herein, we will examine the stability and effectiveness of HDE for the MTP by con-
ducting several experiments under four different scenarios of varying degrees of complexity.
The effectiveness of the proposed HDE is disclosed by contrasting it to five well-established
optimizers, such as GTO [36], GBO [37], classical DE, MPA [38], and MPSO [10], in terms of
numerous performance measures, including convergence curve, standard deviation (SD),
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average fitness value, and CPU time. The regulating parameters of these algorithms have
been set by the recommendations made in the cited paper, except Tm and N, which have
been restricted to the values of 300 and 30, respectively, to guarantee an accurate comparison.
It is important to point out that MATLAB R2019a is used to carry out the implementation of
each method on a device that possesses the following capabilities: 32 gigabytes of random
access memory (RAM), a 2.40 GHz Intel Core i7-4700MQ CPU, and the 64-bit professional
edition of Windows 10.

5.1. Scenario Setup

In this study, the proposed and compared algorithms are extensively assessed using
four distinct search scenarios taken from [10]. The map size of each scenario is defined to
be the same with a value of 40 (Sr = Sc = 40); however, the target motion model P(vt|vt−1) ,
the initial locations of the UAV, and the initial belief map b(v0) are different. As can be seen
in Figure 3, the characteristics of these scenarios are as follows: The target dynamics are
represented by a red arrow, and the initial location of the UAV is depicted by a white arrow.
Other characteristics of these scenarios are as follows:

Scenario 1: This scenario is taken from [10] and features two adjacent high-likelihood zones.
They differ slightly in position and value, which may make it difficult to determine where
to search for the target.
Scenario 2: The two high-probability regions in this scenario are evenly distanced from the
UAV’s initial location. While the target is heading southwest, the algorithm has to swiftly
choose the higher-probability zone in which to search and track.
Scenario 3: In this scenario, there is a single concentrated probability region that is rapidly
relocating to the southeast. The algorithm is therefore put to a test of its capacity for
exploration and adaptation.
Scenario 4: This scenario is set up with two static high-probability zones, one on either side
of a UAV location, with the right region having a little greater probability than the left part.
The algorithm has to determine the proper target region as the target moves north.
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5.2. Parameter Adjustment

The proposed algorithm has three newly designed controlling parameters: δ, γ, and
M, in addition to those of the classical DE, namely Cr and F. These parameters need to
be accurately estimated to maximize their performance for the MTP. Therefore, several
experiments based on different values for each parameter are investigated to find the
best for HDE. For example, the optimal value for the parameter Cr is herein estimated
by conducting several experiments under various numeric values, including 0.01, 0.1, 0.3,
0.5, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.99, and reporting the average fitness in Figure 4. Based on this figure,
the best value for this parameter is 0.8. Similarly, the best-performing values for the other
parameters, according to the results reported in Figures 4–7, have been estimated.
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5.3. Performance Evaluation Using the First Scenario

Figure 5 portrays the average and SD values of the cumulative detection probability,
representing the objective function, as well as the average convergence curve and average
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execution time, attained by all methods after 30 replications over the first scenario. Further-
more, this figure includes the best search trajectory obtained by the proposed HDE from
the initial UAV location to the highest probability regions, which might include the lost
target. This figure discloses that HDE could provide the best outcomes for all performance
indicators employed in comparison, except CPU time. In this metric, MPSO performs
slightly better than HDE with a value of 4, followed by HDE in the second rank with a
value of 5. Additionally, HDE could make an accurate search path to the area with the
highest likelihood, which might be where the target has moved.
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5.4. Performance Evaluation Using the Second Scenario

In this section, the proposed HDE is further assessed using the second scenario to
see its ability to explore the search map and reach the regions with the highest probability.
Figure 6 portrays the average and SD of the fitness values that were achieved by all of the
algorithms after being applied to this scenario 30 times independently. In addition to that,
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the best search trajectory that the proposed HDE was able to find has been included in
this figure. This figure makes it quite clear that HDE delivers the greatest results for all
performance parameters that were utilized for comparison, except CPU time. With a score
of 1.5, MPSO performs somewhat better than HDE according to this criterion, which places
HDE in the second rank with a score of 3. Moreover, HDE can build an accurate search
path to the region with the highest likelihood, which may be the location where the target
has migrated.
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5.5. Performance Evaluation Using the Third Scenario

This section is presented to further assess HDE by making use of the third scenario to
determine how well it can explore the search map to get to the lost target. Figure 7 portrays
the average and SD of the fitness values that were achieved by all of the algorithms after
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30 independent runs over this scenario. In addition to that, the best search trajectory that
the suggested HDE was able to find has been included in this figure. The comparison
findings shown in this figure make it abundantly evident that HDE achieves the best results
for all performance criteria that were used, except CPU time. According to this criterion,
MPSO performs slightly better than HDE, earning a score of 2.5, which ranks HDE in
second order behind HDE, which earned a score of 4.5. Moreover, HDE can construct an
accurate search path to the region with the highest likelihood, which may be the location
where the lost target has moved.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the third scenario; (a) Average fitness; (b) Average SD; (c) Convergence
curve; (d) Search Track of HDE; (e) Execution time.
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5.6. Performance Evaluation Using the Fourth Scenario

Finally, the third scenario is used to test the proposed HDE’s search map exploration
to find the missing target. Figure 8 shows the average and SD fitness values obtained by all
algorithms after 30 runs over this scenario. Those runs are independently conducted due
to the stochastic nature of the proposed HDE. This figure also shows the average execution
time and average convergence curve, in addition to the best search trajectory found by the
proposed HDE. This figure shows that HDE outperforms all performance metrics except
CPU time. HDE can also create an accurate search path to the region with the highest
probability of being where the missing target may be.
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6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) require a path-planning technique that can promptly
recalculate a viable and quasi-optimal path in flight if the target is moved during the
mission. The complexity of the moving target problem (MTP) ranges from NP-hard to
NEXP-complete because there are so many probabilistic variables involved. Therefore, it is
challenging to detect a high-quality solution for this problem using traditional techniques.
To address this problem, over the last few decades, researchers have turned to metaheuristic
algorithms. However, those algorithms still suffer from some drawbacks, such as local
minima, slow convergence speeds, or expensive computation costs. Therefore, this study
designs a new hybrid algorithm named HDE for accurately tackling the MTP in a reasonable
amount of time. This algorithm integrates differential evolution (DE) with two newly
proposed updating schemes to improve its exploitation and exploration capabilities. The
MTP can be recast as an optimization problem by applying Bayesian theory, with the
detection likelihood of the target serving as the objective function. The HDE encodes the
search path as a series of UAV motion pathways that develop during the optimization
process. Four different scenarios with different difficulty levels are used to assess the HDE’s
effectiveness in comparison to several rival optimizers, including DE, GTO, MPA, GBO,
and MPSO, in terms of several performance metrics. Those metrics include average fitness,
SD, CPU time, convergence curve, and search path of HDE. The comparison reveals that
the proposed HDE is superior concerning the vast majority of the performance criteria,
except for the CPU time metric, where MPSO demonstrates a more effective reduction. As
a result, HDE is considered a strong alternative to finding more accurate paths that could
increase the detection probability of moving targets.

Our future perspectives include applying HDE to several other complex optimization
problems to further show its exploration and exploitation operator, in addition to presenting
a novel technique considering the optimization of other UAV criteria such as reducing the
flight time in some applications such as surveillance and rescue and applying the Pareto
optimality for multi-objective navigation in a dynamic environment. Furthermore, the
uniform distribution will be used instead of the normal distribution to investigate its effect
on solving the MTP.
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Nomenclature

List of notations
v0 The initial location of moving target
b(v0) Initial belief map
Tt Detection event of the target at time t
ηt Normalization factor
S Search space
→
O Decoded search path
Pt Cumulative probability
F Scaling Factor
Cr Crossover probability
→
v Mutant solution
→
u Trial solution
→
x Current solution
l The current count of function evaluation
Tm Maximum number of function evaluations
N Population size
αt The direction of the motion at time t
ρt The amplitude of the motion at time t
Cr′ Adaptive crossover probability
n Dimension size
List of acronyms
UAVs Unmanned aerial vehicles
CEO Cross-entropy optimization
BOA Bayesian optimization algorithm
HDE Hybrid differential evolution
MTP Moving target problem
DE Differential evolution
GTO Gorilla troops optimizer
GBO Gradient-based optimizer
MPA Marine Predators Algorithm
GWO Grey wolf optimizer
MPSO Motion-encoded particle swarm optimization
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